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Abstract 

 
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is the computational study of people’s opinions, appraisals, attitudes, 

and emotions toward entities, individuals, issues, events, topics and their attributes. This paper is the 

outcome of our research in gathering opinion and review data from popular portals, e-commerce websites, 

forums or social networks; and processing the data using the rules of natural language and grammar to find 

out what exactly was being talked about in the user's review and the sentiments that people are expression. 

In sentiment data analysis used in parsing and scoring algorithm and here work on this two algorithm and 

define the dictionary and product rate easily search on review of the product using Naïve Bayes technique.  

Sentiment Analysis is the product feature and scoring the words.  

 

Keywords: Opinion Mining, Sentiment Analysis, Sentiment Data Analysis, Machine Learning. 

 

1. Introduction 

 
Opinion Mining and Sentiment analysis work on user’s opinion and different blogs. Today Opinion Mining 

work on Natural Language processing and people review, what about people think and work on this review. 

Opinion mining is also known as a Sentiment Analysis. Main Aim of opinion mining is analyze people 

opinions and attitude of entity such as products and their attributes. Sentiment analysis is the procedure and 

used for automatic extracting the polarity of public’s opinion from natural language [1]. First the term 

Opinion Mining introduces in 2003 and work on review based. Opinion mining is a kind of web content 

mining. It means extract the useful information form a web page. Sentiment analysis is a work on natural 

language text is a large and important field. It is used in information extract task and main task positive and 

negative comments and request, by analyze large numbers [3].There are three components work on opinion 

mining.1)opinion holder 2)source of the opinion 3)object about which the opinion is approved. Opinion 

mining is an also known as different name: Opinion Extraction, Sentiment analysis or Mining, Review 

Mining etc. Main thing of sentiment analysis is a machine learning approach and it is analyze and classify 

the human’s expressions. Sentiment analysis is the field of computational study that analyses people’s 

opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards entities such as products, 

services, organizations, issue, events and their attributes. 
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2. Architecture of opinion mining 

  
Opinion mining concludes whether user’s view is positive, negative, or neutral about product, topic,   event, 
and review etc. main three step works in opinion mining, opinion Retrieval, opinion classification and 
opinion summarization, and opinion summary is based on features opinion sentence by current features 
about topics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

        Figure 1: Opinion mining architecture. 

 

2.1. Opinion Retrieval: 

 

In this process work on the collect the review from website. Different reviews websites means for Movie, 

news, products, and hotel. Here, one technique used information retrieval, it is work on web Crawler can be 

applied to collect the review text data from many sources and stored in database. This process involves 

retrieval of reviews, blogs and comment of users. 

 

2.2. Opinion Classification: 

 
In classification is a basic process of opinion mining (Sentiment analysis).it is work on review of data D= 

{d1, dn}.and a category set C = {positive, negative}, sentiment classification is to classify each di in D, 

with a label expressed in C. The approach involves classifying review text into two forms namely positive 

and negative [2]. Machine learning and lexicon based approach is very famous [3]. 

 
2.3. Opinion Summarization: 

It is last process of opinion mining.in opinion mining many work have been done in summarization of 
product reviews. Opinion summarization work on two approaches, Feature based summarization; it is the 
main type of the finding of frequent features that are used in many reviews. Second approach is a Term 
frequency is count of term occurrences in a document. Sentence term has higher frequency it means that 
term is more import for summary presentation. In many product reviews certain product features appear 
frequently and associated with user opinions about it [9]. 
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These are main three function of the opinion mining. 

  

3. Different level of opinion mining 

3.1. Document level: 

This is first level of sentiment analysis. It is work on the single review of single topics. Major challenge of 
this level is, Single task work on one document and it is used in the entity. In document level classification 
work on supervised and unsupervised learning methods. For the extracted words point-wise mutual 
information dependency required. Benefit of this method is over all polarity of opinion text about a particular 
entity a document. Disadvantage of this level is different emotions, about different features of an entity 
couldn’t extracted separately. 

3.2. Sentence level: 

 
 In this method single sentence can carry out opinion of an entity. But complexity of sentences affects 

opinioned text and Knowing that a sentence is positive or negative is of lesser use than knowing the 

polarity of a particular feature of a product [8]. 

3.3. Entity or Aspect level: 

 
 This level is performs finer grained analysis. It directly looks at the opinion itself. Based on idea that an 

opinion consist of a sentiment and a target [9].Ultimately approach of this level to discover sentiments of 

entities and/or their aspects. For example the iPhones call quality is good but its battery life is short, here 

there are two aspects Call quality (+ve) and battery life (-ve) of iPhone (entity). Structured summary 

opinion about entity’s which turns unstructured text structure data and used for qualitative and quantitative 

analyses. 

 

4. Different type of opinion mining 

 
There are two types of opinion mining. 

1)  Regular & Comparative opinion mining. 

2)  Explicit and implicit opinion mining. 

 

4.1. Regular opinion mining: 

 

This is first type of opinion mining and it is used in entity and opinion literature. Two sub-types of real 

Opinion mining. 

 

1. Direct Opinion: It is work on opinion express directly and the entity or Feature.  

Example:  “The camera Picture quality is good.” 

 

2. Indirect Opinion: It is work on indirectly express entity or feature of an entity based on effects on 

some other entity.  

Example: After injection of the drug my joints felt worse. Here, my joints are indirectly negative 

opinion. Or in case the entity is the drug and the aspect is effect on joints. 

 

 4.1.2. Comparative opinion mining: 

 
It is work on connection of contrasts between two or more entity or preference of the opinion holder based 

on its effective me other entity. A Comparative opinion is preferred the comparative or superlative form of 

adjective or adverb.  

Example: “Mango tastes great than apple” and “Mango tastes the best”. Here, express the two comparative 

opinions. 

 

 4.2. Explicit & Implicit Opinion mining. 
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1. Explicit opinion: Explicit is a subjective statement that gives a regular or comparative opinion.  

 

            Example:  Coke tastes great and, 

                             Coke tastes better than Pepsi. 

2. Implicit opinion: Implicit opinion is an objective statement that implies a regular or comparative 

     Opinion. 

           Example: India is at mars on his first attempt. 

 

5. Sentiment Analysis 

 
In sentiment analysis work on supervised learning method and it is used the natural language processing. 

Main task is sentiment analysis is classifying the polarity of given text as a document or feature level. A 

method of sentiment analysis which does not use conventional natural language rules is specified in [1]. 

Sentiment analysis or Opinion Mining is the computational treatment of opinions, sentiments and 

subjectivity of text. Sentiment analysis is a Natural Language Processing and Information Extraction task 

that aims to obtain writer’s feelings expressed in positive or negative comments, by analyzing a large 

numbers of documents. Basic thing is sentiment analysis classifying the polarity of given text as a 

document or feature level and the express opinion is positive or negative. Many times sentiment analysis 

works on dictionary based. The paper focus on feature based of products, it means product feature positive 

or negative words present and classifies the polarity of words it is positive or negative. In sentiment 

analysis work on two category 1) Supervised 2) Unsupervised. Here work on this method is supervised 

learning approach because classification is work on labeled text. Machine learning method used in this 

paper. 

 

   The naïve Bayes approach is used to denote each sentence as positive and negative on the bases of useful 

word level feature.it is one of the popular technique for text classification and given set of training 

documents. Here, we used Parsing and scoring algorithm using sentiment data analysis, and score the 

positive and negative product reviews.it is an approach text classification and it assign the class and Naïve 

Bayes define is a simple probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem and particular height and width of 

the inputs are high. Now, Naïve Bayes model can be defined as an “Independent feature model”. It is 

defined as a C
*
= argmax p(c/d). Where d is a document, after that and it can be defined as a, 

 

 

 

Where, P(d) is a selecting C*and estimate the term p(d/c). Naive Bayes-based text categorization and it 

perform very well; Naive Bayes is optimal for certain problem classes with highly dependent features.    

 

6.  Related work. 

 
In this paper work on two methods. 1) Parsing 2) Scoring. Using Naïve Bayes. A work on various steps 

includes Pre-processing, Bag-of-Words, Noise remove and Feature selection using classification technique.  

 

 6.1. Parsing: 

 

First of all parsing algorithm categorized in to their parts of speech means (noun, verb and adjective). The 

adjective and adverb have been used for sentiment classification, and noun occurring with   Sentiment 

words have been used to identify opinion target or opinion sources through both supervised and 

unsupervised approach, Parsing work on two things, 1) split the input to tokens 2) Find the hierarchical 

structure of the input. Parsing method work on natural language parser means it is used in grammatical 

structure of sentences and relation between different words and noun and adjective and verb. It provides 

dependency. And parsing work on its dependency. Here, parsing method works on positive and negative 

words find in dictionary. And divide the sentence of verb, adjective and noun. 
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For example: “Economic news had little effect on financial markets.” Here [financial] is an adjective and 

[market] is a noun. To parse a phrase such as “man bites dog” involves nothing that the singular noun 

[man] is the subject of the sentence, the verb [bites] is the third person singular of the present tense of the 

verb to bite, and the singular noun [dog] is the object of the sentence[2]. 

 

6.2. Scoring: 

 

Scoring technique work on sentiment data analysis, and it is work on score the positive or negative words 

of product features. Scoring build upon Word Net or SentiWordNet is a lexical resource for sentiment 

analysis. SentiWordNet has been used as the lexicon in recent sentiment classification studies. The scores 

we calculated were generated from the SentiWordNet text database, along with a semi-supervised learning 

procedure [3]. 

 

    

 

                          

      

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Proposed Diagram 

 

In this diagram show in some steps, 

 

Pre-processing: 

 

 In opinion mining basic step is a pre-processing. There are four phase of pre-processing. 1. Stop words 

remove: means removes the bag-of-words (like, a, an, the). 2. Stemming: decreases relevant tokens into a 

single type, for example :( root words), 3. Tokenization: Text document has a collection of sentences which 

is split up into terms or tokens by removing white spaces, commas and other symbols etc. 4. Case 

Normalization: English texts published contain both higher and lowercase characters and this process turns 

the entire document or sentences into lowercase or uppercase. And after that this unstructured data work on 

structure data. 

 

Dependency Parsing: 

 

Data set 
Convert unstructured data to structure data 

Using Pre-processing. 

  Dependency Parsing 

Product feature 
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Dependency parsing work on connect the words according relationships. The parsing main focus on the 

phrase and relation between them otherwise single words inside each phrase.  Here, dependency parsing 

algorithm work on remove the stop word, stemming word, remove the white space. Only get polar word 

and feature word. In this paper work on product feature, so dependencies parsing extract the identification 

of product features and candidate opinion expression extract. 

 

Example: I love the phone because of the awesome battery but the screen is bad. Moreover the price when 

compared to others is low. 

 

I/ love (Adjective)/ the/ phone/ because/ of /the /awesome (Noun) /battery/ but /the/ screen/ is/ bad./ 

Moreover/ the/ price/ when/ compared /to/ others /is/ low (Adjective). 

 

Here, love is adjective but file not search then return and it is consider to noun, awesome is Noun it is 

scored on the rank and  low is its positive point of Product but here low is consider to negative so the 

calculate the score of  low words. 

 

 Scoring: 

 

 Scoring algorithm work on calculate the product review and its feature individual review using Naïve – 

 Bayes method. And accurate the results. 

 

Example: Total no of review is 1, the product positive review= 5, 

                 Use in Naïve Bayes, then product positive review is 5/10=0.5=P(c) 

                 Negative review =5=5/10=0.5=p(d) 

                 Product is Bluetooth, positive review=4= 4/10=0.4=p(d/c) 

                 Naïve Bayes equation is  

                                        P (c/d) =0.5*0.4/0.4 

                                        P (c/d) =1 

                 So the product Bluetooth review is 1. 

 

Output: 

 

 Final last process is visualizing a product rate with product feature. 

                                                                 

                

7. Conclusion 
 

In Opinion Mining basic work in opinion of some product, movie and blogs and website. And Opinion 

mining is used to obtain the Positive, Negative reviews based on the different parameters. We work on 

machine learning methods Naive Bayes. The proposed method work on this two algorithms and find out the 

accurate result of product features and misplace word and incomplete word using dependency parsing and 

scoring algorithm. All the techniques used Up till now, provide effective result on the basis of their 

assumptions only.  
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